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The nine bills identified above all relate to the State Environmental
Impact Statement System and propose amendments to HRS Chapter 343, the
Environmental Impact Statement Act. The Environmental Center has recently
reported on a study of the "Hawaii State Environmental Impact Statement System"
undertaken at the request of the Office of Environmental Quality Control (D. C.
Cox, P. J. Rappa, and J. N. Miller, Environmental Center SR:0019, 187 pp,
January 1978). HB 2890-78 reflects the suggestions and recommendations in the
Center's report. In reviewing the first three bills listed, which were held
over from the 1977 Legislative Session, we will simply summarize comments made
last year by the Center on them. In reviewing the six bills newly introduced
this year, we will draw on the Center report, and in the case of HB 2890-78,
call attention to some further amendments and revisions of the proposed
amendments of HRS 343 desirability has come to our attention since the Center
report was published. This statement does not reflect an institutional position
of the University.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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. This bill is essentially identical to HB 2012, HD 1 (1976) which the
Environmental Center reviewed earlier (RL:0184). In its review of HB 125
(1977) last year (RL:0194), the Environmental Center pointed out both strengths
and weaknesses of the bill. The strong points have all been incorporated in
HB 2890-78, and the weakening provisions have been deleted from the latter
bi11 .
For reference, the Center's comments on HB 125 are attached as Appendix A.
HB 368 (1977)
As the Environmental Center commented last year (RL:0194, 8 February 1977,
p. 3): "This bill would require EIS's for all actions proposed within a
conservation district, regardless of whether they would have significant
environmental impacts or not. Since the purpose of an EIS is to identify,
analyze, and disclose environmental impacts, there would seem to be no purpose
to requiring an EIS for an action unless ensuing environmental impacts might
be significant."
More extens ive comments on this bill are presented in Appendix B.
HB 586 (1977)
As the Environmental Center commented last year (RL:0194, 8 February 1977,
p, 3): "This bill would replace all of the prescriptions in the present EIS
Act as to the requirement for private actions. The replacement would be a
provision that the counties may determine for which kinds of private actions
EIS's will be required. This would allow the counties to determine whether
EISls will be required even in the case of actions which require State
approvals. Unless and until the counties adopt the same or more extensive
requirements than those now in the Act, neither State nor County agencies
would have available for their approval decisions the kinds of environmental
information that is provided in EIS's. The bill sets no time limits to County
responses. At least in its present form, therefore, its passage would set
back the consideration of environmental impacts in the decision-making
processes. II
More extensive comments on this bill are presented in Appendix C.
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HB 1998 would amend HRS 343-5 which pertains to the rules and regulations
of the Environmental Quality Commission, proposing to substitute the terms
II r u1es" for the present combination of "ru1es and regu1ations" of the EQC. We
understand that the terms rules and regulations have much the same effect under
the law, but the EQC has usefully made a distinction between "rul es ," which
govern its own procedures, and "regulations" which specify how the EIS system
is to operate. We suggest that the proposed restriction to I ru1es" is unwise.
HB 1998 also proposes to amend the prescription that the EQC Regulations
include a list of exempt classes of action. Under the amendment, the exemption
of any action "that would require the development of water" would be prohibited.
To be exempt, actions must not have significant environmental effects. Any
water development that significantly affected a water resource would have a
significant effect. Hence, the proposed amendment would have little effect.
However, not all water developments or actions requiring water developments
are covered by the EIS Act. As an alternative and more effective means of
ensuring that additional water developments will be subject to the EIS system,
we suggest that HRS 343-4{a) be amended to add, to the categories of action
listed in subsection (a)(2): "All actions proposing water developments. II
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The amendments to the EIS Act proposed in HB 1999 are paralleled in part
by amendments proposed in HB 2349. Hence, we address the two bills together.
HB 1999 would provide the Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) with certain
additional powers and responsibilities with respect to the EIS system; HB 2349
would place those same powers and responsibilities in the Office of Environ-
mental Quality Control (OEQC), together with certain powers and responsibilities
now resting with EQC.
The present State EIS system is a decentralized one, as is the federal EIS
system and the EIS systems of most states. Environmental assessments of projects
are prepared by proposing and approving agencies . EIS preparation responsibili-
ties rest on the proposers of the projects. EIS acceptance authority rests with
the governor or the mayors in the case of agency projects, and approving agencies
in the case of private projects. The principal responsibilities of the EQC are
to set up the EIS system through its regulations, to manage the public notifica-
tion scheme in the system, and to be available for certain appeals.
Both HB 1999 and HB 2349 would provide additional centralization by placing
certain powers and responsibilities in either EQC or OEQC. These powers and
responsibilities are the following:
i) Power of approval over all determinations whether EIS's are required
for individual projects;
ii) Responsibility jointly with the proposing agencies for responding
to review comments on EIS on agency projects;
iii) Responsibility for making recommendations as to the acceptability
of all agency EIS's;
iv) Power of acceptance on all applicant EIS's; and
v) Power and responsibility to consider appeals on determinations as
to the acceptability of applicant actions.
Some benefit might result from the greater centralization of authority in
the EQC or the OEQC that would be provided by these bills. For example, fewer
improper Negative Declarations might be issued, and fewer inadequate EIS's
might be accepted.
However, the responsibilities would be quite burdensome on the EQC, on
which these powers and responsibilities would be placed under HB 1999. A few
statistics will help indicate why. In the two and one-half years since the
EQC Regulations took effect, 1011 environmental assessment determinations have
been made, resulting in 874 Negative Declarations and 137 EIS Preparation
Notices; 74 EIS's have been filed; and 45 EIS's have been accepted. A particular
problem would be presented in the case of EIS's on applicant actions. The law
allows 60 days between the date of submission of such an EIS and the date when
its acceptability must be determined. In the present system, several days may
elapse before the EQC Bulletin is published that gives notice that an EIS is
available for review, 30 days is allowed beyond the Bulletin publication date
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for the review, and 14 days is allowed beyond that for response to review
comments. The EQC would have to meet on a strict semi-monthly schedule to assure
that applicant EIS's were not deemed accepted by default. Furthermore, we point
out that, while the EQC is appropriately constituted to represent public opinion
in matters of subjective judgment, it does not necessarily have the technical
competence to evaluate objective aspects of EISls. The staff of the EQC itself
is too small and too lacking in breadth of competence to be much help. The
EQC staff could be expanded, but this would result in duplication of strengths
in the EQC and the OEQC.
If it is the Legislature's wish to provide the EQC, and not the OEQC, with
some additional powers and responsibilities in the EIS system, but not to increase
the EQCls staff, an alternative to the provisions of HB 1999 that would not be
so burdensome would be to expand the provisions for appeals to the EQC. With
such an expansion, any determination that some party considered improper might
be brought to EQC's attention for adjudication, without EQC having to consider
all assessments and all EIS's.
The EQC may, of course, draw on the competence of the staff of the OEQC,
but if it did so in the attempt to exercise the powers and responsibilities
here considered, the effects of HB 1999 and HB 2349 with respect to centraliza-
tion of the EIS system would be essentially the same.
HB 2349 would place these same powers and responsibilities directly in the
OEQC which, with its full-time and technically competent director and staff,
would be more capable of carrying them out. Subjective questions could be
referred by the OEQC to the EQC or to the Environmental Council which is already
established to provide for liaison between the OEQC and the public and to advise
on subjective aspects of environmental issues.
In addition to the increased centralization that would be provided by
HB 1999 and HB 2349, the latter bill would transfer certain powers and respon-
sibilities from the EQC to the OEQC. These relate to:
i) Receiving EIS's;
ii) Providing information to the public concerning the availability
of EIS's;
iii) Determining, in case of question, which agency shall be involved
with the handling of an applicant's EIS.
If these powers and responsibilities are transferred from the EQC to the
OEQC, the EQC will be left with only the power and responsibility to establish
and amend the rules and regulations under which the system operates. It would
seem sensible in this case to transfer the duty and responsibility with respect
to the rules and regulations to the Environmental Council which is the body of
citizens appointed by the Governor to advise the OEQC, and to disband the EQC.
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In summary, we believe that there is no way in which the EQC, as now
constituted can exercise the centralized powers and responsibilities proposed
in HB 1999. The EQC could most nearly exercise these powers and responsibilities
by using the staff of the OEQC, but this would have the effect of centralization
as proposed in HB 2349. If additional powers and responsibilities are trans-
ferred from EQC to OEQC as proposed in HB 2349, the power to establish and amend
the rules and regulations under which the EIS system operates might as well be
transferred to the Environmental Council, and the EQC might as well be
disbanded.
HB 2425-78
HB 2425 would amend HRS 343 to add, to the coverage of the ns system,
i) any water developments of more than 10,000 gpd, and ii) any alterations
present or historic taro growing areas.
A number of other bills being considered in this legislative session indicate
concerns with the adequacy of water resources. In the light of this concern,
coverage of water developments by the EIS system may seem appropriate. We sug~est~
however, that it would be best not to specify a minimum level of development as
a criterion for coverage, but to apply the criterion of the significance of the
impact, which is a common criterion for all other actions. The development of
10,000 gpd would only be significant in the case of small water resources. We
also suggest tha the coverage should extend to significant increases in develop-
ment, and not merely new developments. We suggest further that the provision,
if adopted, should be inserted at the end of the list of types of actions coverp.o
on the basis of geographic criteria (subsecs. (A) through (0» and ahead of the
type of actions covered on the basis of an administrative criterion (subsec. E).
We do not believe that alterations of taro lands that are merely historic
should be covered by the EIS system. Many historic taro lands' were urbanized
decades ago, and their coverage by the system would require at least
environmental assessment of any further alteration. There is no more point to
requiring EIS 's on new developments in former taro lands long urbanized than
on other urban areas.
The concern with alteration of present taro growing areas might be
reflected best, we suggest, by coverage of actions proposing any use of unique
agricultural lands, because taro lands are the principal component of these
lands.
In our comments on HB 1998 and on HB 2890, we propose that the concerns
HB 2425 be met by the means here suggested.
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HB 2800 proposes to add a new secti on to HRS 343 that woul d requi re that
the impacts of neighboring actions be considered, together with the impacts of
the action to which an EIS pertains, in determining the significance of the
impacts. The intent of the bill is admirable.
The EQG Regulations already provide that agency actions II shal l be treated
as a single action when:
1) the component actions are phases or increments of a larger total
undertaking;
2) an individual project is a necessary precedent for a larger
project; or
3) when an individual project represents a commitment to a larger
project .... II
The purpose of the bill is, thus, at least partially met by the EQG
Regulations, and we believe that the regulations could be revised, to meet it
further.
The problem with meeting the purpose in the case of applicant actions is
that it is not possible to know what neighboring actions are being considered
until applications have been made for their approval. To the extent possible,
the problem will be reduced by the establishment by the counties of permit-
clearing-houses, which will keep track of where developments have been
proposed.
The benefit provided by the proposal in HB 2800 would thus be somewhat
limited. If this benefit justifies the provision, we have no suggestion how
the provision might be made better than in the form of a new section as proposed.
RL:0263
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As indicated in the introduction to this statement~ HB 2890 reflects
recommendations and suggestions in an Environmental Center report (SR:0019,
January 1978). The rationale for the recommendations and suggestions is
indicated in that report. The rationale is most objective in the case of the
recommended amendments, and more subjective in the case of the suggested
amendments.
We will restrict our discussion here to one feature of HB 2890 that is
not in accord with the recommendations in the Center's report, certain
alternatives to the amendments proposed in the bill, and certain revisions
whose possible desirability was brought to our attention since the Center's
report was published. Language reflecting the suggested alternatives,
revisions, and additions is proposed in Appendix D.
Findings and purpose
The statement of findings and purposes expressed in the bill reflect
statements in previous EIS legislation. However, the statement is included
in Section 1 of SB 2890, which would not amend the EIS Act. The Center report
recommended that this statement be incorporated in Hawaii Revised Statutes as
the first section of Chapter 343. The reason is that the findings and purpose
are essential to establish the context in which the siqnificance of environmental
impacts and the adequacy of EIS's are to be determined: and access should be
provided to the definition of this context equal to the access to the rest of
the provisions regarding the EIS system.
We recommend that the bill be revised to incorporate the statement of
findings and purpose in HRS 343.
Actions covered by the EIS system
--------- - -- - -- - --- - - ----- - - -- -
County General Plan Amendments
Among the suggested amendments, that which may be most controversial is the
amendment of HRS 343-4(a)(E) (which would in the amended version of the Act
become HRS 343-4(a)(8)) (p. 5, ls. 6-13). This is the subsection that now
includes, within the coverage of the EIS system, any action requiring
'amendment to-an existiri-g county general plan where such an amendment would
result in a designation pther than agriculture, observation, or preservation,
but only if ~h~__acti o~ w~r~ not J_~ _i t i ated~-~}' thecounty.
Persons consulted in our study of the EIS system considered that the
coverage of county general plan amendments by the EIS system should not depend
upon whether or not the amendments were initiated by the county. Either -all
actions requiring general plan amendments should be covered (if they result in
the designations indicated) or none of them should be covered.
HB 2890 would extend the coverage to all county general plan amendments (if
they would result in the designations indicated), as was suggested in the Center
report. The alternative suggested would be to delete the subsection in question,
so that no county general plan amendment would be covered.
Actions in the Capitol Site
HB 2890 proposes, as the Center report recommended, that actions in the
Capitol site be covered by the EIS system. The Capitol site, originally
defined in HRS 6-7, is, in the new revision of Hawaii Revised Statutes, defined
in HRS 6E-34. The area in question is described as bounded by Richards,
Beretania, Punchbowl, and Hotel Streets. However, the rationale for coverage
of actions in the Io1ani Palace grounds (now HRS 6E-35) which is outside this
area, is identical to that for coverage of actions in the Capitol site. We
suggest amendment to include actions in the Io1ani Palace grounds
Actions in Historic Sites
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Actions proposing any use within any registered historic site are now
covered by the EIS system (HRS 343-4(a)[(2)(C)](4)) (p. 6, 1s. 11-15). We
suggest consideration of enlargement of the EIS system to lands adjacent to
historic sites.
Actions in Agricultural Land Use Districts
Many persons have recommended to us that actions that would divert agricultural
lands from agricultural use should be covered by the EIS system. The Center report
recommended, and HB 2890 would provide, that the coverage include: i) actions
that propose non-agricultural use of lands designated as II pr ime agricultural
lands" included in the agricultural land use district (HRS 343-4(a)(6)) (p. 7,
1s. 4-5). and ii) actions that propose changing the land-use designation of
such lands (HRS 343-4(a)(10)) (p. 7, 1s. 17-19). It has recently been suggested
to us that the coverage should also extend to lands designated as lI uni que
agricultura1 11 lands (such as taro lands). We suggest consideraUon of this
extension of the coverage. An alternative that has been suggested to us and
that should be considered is that the criterion for coverage of actions in the
agricultural land-use district should not be the nature of the lands on which
the actions would take place but the requirement of a special use permit.
Water Developments
Several bills or resolutions introduced in this session of the Legislature
indicate concern with the adequacy of water resources and with the effects of
additional developments of these resources (e.g. HB 1998, HB 2070, HB 2425, and
HB 2071). If there is adequate statewide concern with water resources, we suggest
that the EIS system be extended to cover water developments, as indicated in our
comments on HB 1998.
. __. ~ · 7 - - - - - ·- ·
Actions with, detrimental impacts on natural resources
Several of the bills considered at this hearing indicate concerns with
various individual kinds of natural resources. SB 1592, introduced in the
Senate indicates a concern with an additional kind of natural resources--
energy' resources. It has been suggested that these concerns might.be ..
combined in a single subsection including actions that will have slgnlflcant
adverse effects on the natural resources of the state.
RL:0263
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These are some potential problems with so broad a coverage. The
question of what is significant would 'become especially troublesome, par-ticul ar-Iy
in the case of natural scenic resources. The cost of the EIS system might be
significantly increased, and the system as presently staffed might be overlooked.
We have, therefore, not suggested language that would provide this broader
coverage by the EIS system.
EIS terminology
The Center report recommended the adoption of the terminology of IIdraft EIS II
for an EIS as it is submitted for review and IIfinal EIS II for an EIS that has been
revised on the basis of review comments and is ready for the acceptance determin-
ation. This terminology is used in the federal EIS system, and its adoption in
the State system will avoid confusion.
- ...._--_._- - - ---
- - ----- 0 - _
It was considered in the report that the adoption of this terminology
could be accomplished by amendment of the EQC Regulations, and that no amend-
ment of the Act would be necessary. We have been informed, however, that EQC
considered the recommended terminology could not be adopted in its Regulations
becasue the Act uses the recommended terminology solely with respect to EIS's
meeting only state system requirements. We, therefore, suggest that the
definition of Environmental IIImpact Statement ll be amended to recognize the
distinction between draft and final EIS·s.
Actions qualifying as both agency and applicant actions
The Center report called attention to an ambiguity concerning an action
that would be covered by the EIS system in two ways: i) because it would use
state or county lands or funds, and ii) because it would fall within one of
the designated categories of actions requiring agency approvals. The report
noted the decision that was recently made by the EQC in the case of such an
action, that the EIS should be subject to the approval of both the agency and
the governor (or a mayor). The report considered that the decision was wise,
and that the responsibility for preparing the EIS in such a case should rest
with the applicant. The report considered that amendment of the EIS Act would
not be necessary to resolve the ambiguity.
It has since been called to our attention that HRS 343-4(g) might be
interpreted to mean that if the EIS on such an action was accepted either
by the governor (or a mayor) or by the agency, no further acceptance would
be necessary.
To prevent such interpretation, we recommend that HRS 343-4[(d)] (e)
(p. 12, ls. 9-14) be amended to confirm EQC's resolution of the ambiguity.
RL:0263
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Appeals to EQC
HB 2890 proposes to enlarge the provlslons of the EIS Act for appeals to
the EQC. The Act already calls upon the EQC to provide in its Regulations for
an appeal by an applicant concerning a determination by an agency (HRS 343-5(4))(p. 14, ls. 12-13). The Regulations provide for an appeal by an applicant
concerning an agency determination that his EIS was not acceptable. The
Regulations do not provide for an appeal by an applicant concerning an agency
determination, upon assessment, that an EIS was required. The Center report
recommended that the Regulations provide for this latter type of appeal and,
further, that the provisions for appeals on agency determinations should include
also appeals by concerned parties of determinations that EIS's are not required.
The amendment proposed by HB 2890 would not only allow such decisions, even
though by the governor or by a mayor. This was not intended in the Center
report.
In considering provisions for appeals to the EQC, four cases should be
considered separately:
i) Appeals on agency assessment determinations (Negative Declarations
or EIS Preparation Notices) concerning agency actions. The Center
report did not deal with these, but HB 1999-78 would provide that
the EQC must approve all such agency determinations and HB 2349-78
would provide the OEQC with the same power. The power-centralization
issue involved is addressed in our comments on those bills.
ii) Appeals on agency assessment determinations (Negative Declarations
and EIS Preparation Notices) concerning applicant actions. The
Center report suggested that not only applicants but other concerned
parties be allowed to make such appeals.
iii) Appeals on EIS acceptability determinations by the governor and the
mayor. The Center report did not deal with these, and we consider
it unwise that the EQC should have the power to overrule the governor
or a mayor.
iv) Appeals on EIS acceptability decisions by agencies. The Center
report did not deal with these, but we understand that in a series
of EIS workshops sponsored by the Sea Grant program of the
University, considerable public sentiment was expressed that the
provision for appeal to the EQC by an applicant concerning an
agency determination that his EIS was not acceptable should be
balanced by a provision that any concerned party be able to appeal
to the EQC an agency determination that an applicant1s EIS was
acceptable. The balance seems appropriate.
.' ,
"
" .
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-.:~::....-_- -------- - ---- -
The amendment of the provision for appeals to the EQC in HB 2890 (HRS 343-5
(4)) (p. 14, 1s. 12-13) should be revised, but the revision might take either of
two forms:
Alternative A--Ba1ancing the provision for applicant appeals by a provision
for appeals by other parties only in the case of EIS-requirement
determinations byagenceis. This would require revision of the Act's
requirement regarding incorporation of appeal provisions in the EIS
Regulations alone; or
Alternative B--Ba1ancing the provision for applicant appeals not only in
the above case but also in the case of EIS-acceptabi1ity determination
by agencies.
If Alternative B is favored, there should be not only revision of the requirement
regarding incorporation of appeal provisions in the EIS Regulations, but also
revision of the provision regarding acceptances of EIS's on applicant actions
(last paragraph of HRS 343-4(c)) (p. 11, 1s. 6-16), and, to require exhaustion
of administrative remedies before recourse is made to the courts, revisions of
the provision regarding judicial appeals concerning acceptance decisions (HRS
343-6(c)) (p. 17, 1. 17--p. 18, 1. 5).
The choice between the two alternatives represents a subjective judgment on
which the Center cannot advise.
--- -·----- 4 •• • • • __ • .•__ ... _ • •• • _ ••_._~. • __ •
.... - ~
'f.'~" ;~~t!~; ~~~jt~r~: ~' !;,,';'::
HB 125
General statement
(from Env. Ctr. RL:0194, 8 Feb 1977, pp 2-3)
This bill is essentially identical to HB 2012. HO 1 (1976) which the
Environmental Center reviewed last year (RL 0184). More substantial review
is now possible. We summarize here the most important effects that tlould
result from the amendments of the EIS Act that are proposed in the bill . and
provide detailed comments in Appendix A.
Principal Improvements
In general. the amendments proposed are appropriate. In particular.
impr~vements in the EIS system would result from the amendments to the
following subsections of the Ac~:
:~
A ~.~li~::'"
..... 1
--- -: ....~. : . ~~~.. :v ~
ereas establ ished under the Shoreline Protection Act (HRS Chapter.;205-A. II)" ~
(by amendment in subsection 343-4(a)(3»; and actions Ifithin otl1er',county" ' ~' ''i{.~
historic, cultural, and scenic districts, besides the Di amond'Heaa ~HCS distrjct'~~
(by amendment in subsection 343-4(a)(5». In adding the fatter~however, the
proposed amendment of subsection 343-4(a)(5) would delete the present requirement
for EIS's for actions within the Waikiki portion of the development plan for the
Kalia, Waikiki, and Diamond Head area, because Waikiki is not within an HCS
district . This deletion may not have been intended.
Acceptance of agency EIS's
The proposed amendment of the provision for acceptance of EIS's in 343-4
(b)(l) could be construed as allowing a state agency to accept its own EIS on
an action it proposes. This was probably not intended. and in any case would
be unwise.
Some of the provisions merit special conwent. especially the few that
may weaken the EIS system in some particulars. •
Address to economics and social effects
=r
e...
343-1(3)
343-4 (introductionT
343-4(a) (3) [old 343 b (B)]
343-4(a) (6) [old 343 b (E)]
343-4!f)343-4 g)
343-5 3)
343-6 c)
Detailed Comments
(from Env . Ctr. RL :0194, 8 Feb 1977, appendix A)
Proposed amendments to subsections of 343-1. Definitions i
"(1) Acceptance" (p. 1, ls. 6-13):
This appears to be primarily a housekeeping amendment.
, The proposed amendment of the definition of an EIS [343-1(0)] would
delete the requirement that an EIS address economic and social effects.yet
the proposed amendment of the definition of "si9nificant effect" in 343-1 (10)
would add economic and social effects to those included. The consequence
would be that a significant economic or social effect would result in requiri~g
an EIS for an action. but the EIS would not address the economic or social
effect. We suggest that the language regarding economic and social effects
be retained in the definition of an EIS.
Significant effects as criteria for EIS requirement
The proposed amendment of the introduction to subsection 343-4(a) is one
we have noted as representing a particular improvement. It would eliminate a
present incompatibility between the circumstances under which EIS's are
required in this subsection [343-4(a)] and the provisions for their handling
in 343-4(c). Further consistency suggests the desirability of a revision of •
the amendment to substitute the clause "which may have significant environmental
effects" for the clause "which will probably have significant environmental
effects." The wording "may have a significant effect on the environment" is
used jn subsection 343-4(b) and in subsection 343-4(c). The effect of the~ furth~r revision would be to require an EIS that would determine the
1 .4. pr obab'i l i ty of a significant effect, if such an effect were only suspected
• _ini tial.ly. , .
;" - "F~
" '---AdditiJns to classes of acting requiring EIS's
....... 1 .
;: :; ~ ~wo notable additions would be made by the proposed amendments to the
- ' c1 ass~ of action requiring EIS's: actions within the 'Special Management
"(3) Agency" (p. 1, 1.1 to p, 2, 1.5):
By eliminating the restrictions to units of the executive branch
of the government, the amendment would include county councils among bodies
charged with environmental assessment under 341-4(c). With respect to certain
actions, this amendment would eliminate inconsistencies in the application of
the EIS la~ between counties in which an executive agency has the final
approval power, and those in which the final approval must he given by the
County Council. However, the proposed new definition of agency would include
the courts and other judiciary agencies, which was probably not intended.
[Nelf] "(5) Approval" and [New] "7. Discretionary".
The continuation of these new subsections would limit the approvals
that determine environmental assessment responsibility to those that are of a
discretionary character, as distinct from those of a ministerial character .
The definition of mtnisterial, included in the definition of "discretionary"
(p. 2, 1. 18~would be greatly improved by the addition of the phrase
"without personal judgment." The grammatical construction in the proposed
subsection defining "discretionary" needs correctio~.
These amendments have been stimulated by the issue of the possible ;
applicability of EIS system to a private project meeting all other criterh i . " "';}d~,
for requiring an EIS, but requiring, in the way of governmental approval ..: only;,';':;"t,"'ii"
a building permit. . l" :~~;:~r'
::~{~~;};
. Certainly the environmental assessment of a project subject solely .10,\ a ,
'Certification that certain definitive and objective standards have been m~~]..i~:fi:~ 1'/'lt '
:'-'/t ':,:!:;~!'i'
)::0
I
r-.:r
in its design would be of little benefit. · Even if the assessments were to
indicate some very detrimental environmental impact. not covered by any of the
applicable standards. the governmental approval could not be withheld. and the
only possible benefit of the assessment would be its inducement of the applicant
himself not to undertake the project because of its detrimental impact.
Hence. even i f amendments proposed are appropriate. the extent to which
they should be considered to exempt from environmental assessment requirements
those private projects that require only building permits is questionable . The
issuance of a building permit by a County Building Department signifies that
the proposed construction will meet certain standards such as structural.
electrical. and plumbing standards whose enforcement is the responsibility of
the Building Department. It also signifies that the proposed construction \·,ill
meeL health standards imposed by the State Department of Health.and may be
provided. as needed by services such as water supply, sewerage drainage. and
fire protection. that are ,provided by or subject to the supervision of other
county agencies.
If all of the many applicable standards in the several applicable codes
are clearly met in the construction plans for a project. the issuance of the
building permit is clearly non-discretionary, and there would be little point
to requiring an environmental assessment. However, room for judgment is
provided even in some of the codes. For example. the llonolu'lu Building Code
provides for variances from the Code's strict interpretation, and the Electrical
Code provides for appeals from interpretations of the Building Superintendent.
In practice. judgment is used even more extensively. Reviews of environmental
impact statements (though not statements required on the basis of a building
permit) have indicated approvals. by one agency or another. of plans that are
not strictly in conformity with standards and,specifically.not in conformity
with environmental standards. '
. It would be very difficult to prescribe in advance which building permit
' i ssuances will involve significant judgments with regard to environmental
standards; and it would be absurd to subject all projects that need building
permits/and that meet other criteria for the requirement,to the environmental
assessment requirement. Hence. perhaps the passage of the proposed amendments
is appropriate. However. a Building Department should feel free to make an
environmental assessment of a project requiring a building permit if significant
environmental judgment is involved. and if appropriat~ to issue an EIS Preparation
Notice; and the possibility of an appeal to the courts to require the assessment
in such a case should be recognized.
-(8) [old 6]" (p. 2. 1. 19--p. 3. 1.6) Environmental Statement":
This amendment appears intendad as a housekeeping measure. certain topics being
transferred to new subsection 10. However. it should be noted that the only
Yequirements as to the content of an EIS in the EIS law are in this subsection.
~-h~-eonten~ prescriptions being left othen/is~ to the EQC ~nder 343-5(1). The
iransf~r 'would remove. from the law. the requlrement for dlScussion of certain
topiFs:JWh0se jmportance is ~he reason for requiring EIS's under 343-4 and 343-
1(8l.or new"i343-l(10). These topics are: 1) "the economic and social effects
of : an ~ctiOn:~ and ii) "the effects of economic activities arising out of the
affiDTI:"'
c/' ,
.~. -r,[''::(;
Public concern with the physical and non-biological effects ofJ'an.acti~n .,.,
relate mainly to the human implications of these effects. ".. •
These implications are social and economic (or social including economic).
This has been made clear by federal court decisions concerning the [IS require-'
ments under the National Environmental Policy Act. which are phrased in the act
itself without reference to social and economic impacts. To strip from EIS's the
discussion of the social and econonlic implications of environmental impacts
would destroy their principal utility.
On the other hand. our capabilities to predict those social impacts of an
action that do not ensue primarily from changes in the natural environment are
much more limited than our capabilities to predict natural environmental impacts.
From a single action, a number of alternative economic activities may
ensue. It may often be very difficult to foresee the ranga of such activities.
and hence even more difficult to foresee the environmental impacts of those
activities . However. these indirect impacts may be among most important
secondary effects of the original action, and it would seriously reduce'the
effectiveness of the EIS system if no discussion of such indirect impacts is
required in the EIS's .
It should be noted that other amendments of the EIS 1aw that are being
considered or have been considered would extend. not limit •• the requirement for
discussion of social. econolnic, and indirect impacts. Therv can be no question
that more consideration of such impacts should be given to the more fundamental
planning decisions of the State and counties. as would be provided in some
proposals . The only question is whether an EIS document. designed originally
to pertain to a discrete project. is the best means of providing for such
consideration.
The proposed amendment of this subsection appears,unwise. at least in
its present form. and should be thoroughly reconsidered.
[New] (10) [old (8)] (p. 3. 1. lB--p. 4. 1. 4)~
Significant environmental effect. The amendment represents an improve-
ment. However. it should be noted that the term is used; for example. in
Sec. 343-4. in the plural. and there can be no more than one sum 'of all
environmental effects . It should also be noted that the definition does not
really reflect the limitation to what is significant. The grammar could
also be improved.•
Proposed amendments to subsections of 343-4
, (a) (Introduction) (p. 7. ls. 7-9)
The proposed amendment of the introduction and reorganization of
subsection (a) is one we have noted as representing a particular improvement.
It would eliminate a present incompatibility between the circumstanc~~under~
which ElS's are required in subsection 343-4 (a) and the provisions tlfo'i.th -T'~'
ha~dling in 343-4(c). , ?t-~-!.~~,..
Further consistency suggests the desirability of a revision~f ihe .~~~
amendment to substitute the clause "which may have significant envft'onmen~l"",\ ~~ -~~1;~
c..; ... ,. .; .....
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effects- for the clause ·which will probably have significant environmental
effects.· The wording "may have a significant effect on the environment" is
used in subsection 343-4(b) and in subsection 343-4 (c) . The effect of the
proposed revision would be to require an EIS to determine the probability of
significant effects. EYen if such :ef feCts' ~/ere only suspected initially.
An attractive refinement, ~/hich has been suggested by the EQC, would mcorporate
in the EIS law the two-stage procedure by which the degree of likelihood of
significant impacts is successhely appraised: first, through an "assessment";
and then, if necessary, . in a formal EIS. Unfortunately, the EQC suggestion
appears not to have been transmitted to the Legislature.
(a) (3) [old (2) (8» (p. 5, Is. 4-9):
The amendment of this subsection would extend EIS req~irements to
actions occurring within the General Management Areas, established by each
county under the Shoreline Protection Act (HRS Chapt. 205-H, Part II).
Considering the environmental i~lportance assigned to these areas, the
extension seems entirely appropriate.
(a) (5) [old (2) (0» (p. 5, 1. 17--p. 6, 1. 5):
The amendment of this subsection would extend EIS requirements to
actions within other county historic. cultural and scenic districts, besides
the Diamond Head HCS district. In providing the extension. hm/ever. the
proposed amendment would delete the present requirement for EIS's for actions
within the Waikiki portion of the development plan for the Kalia, Waikiki and
Diamond Head area, because Waikiki is not within . an HCS district. This deletion
may not have been intended. .
(a) (6) [old (2) (E)) (p. 6. 1s. 6-20):
This amendment would renedy a defect of the present EIS law ~mereby
an action requiring an amendment of a county general plan would require an
EIS only if the amendment were proposed by a private party, but not if the
same amendment were proposed by an officer of the county at the request of
the private party.
]tll~~1til~~1~~li~~~~~!lf.Oli~;
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1i1) The effect of the amendment of the acceptance power i n"tlle '1:.~
case of county actions (p. 8, 1. 5) would appear to make
acceptance of an EIS by.both the governor and the mayor
necessary if an action required the use of both state and·
county lands or funds).
An action requiring a combination of state lands or funds and county
lands or funds cannot proceed without the approval of both the state and the
county. The implication, then, may be that the EIS on such a joint action
must be acceptable to both the governor and the mayor. lIo~/ever. the EIS
should be as nearly an objective statement as possible, and if the governor
vetoes a project approved by the county or the mayor vetoes a project approved
by the state, the veto should be based squarely on the overall merits of the
project. Neither the mayor nor the governor should be tempted to conceal
his value judgment as to these overall merits through non-acceptance of the
EIS.
It would seem proper to limit the power of acceptance of the EIS's
on such an action to the governor alone, as in the present law.
(c) Some of the amendments of this subsection are proposed for
consistency with other amendmen~ (or as housekeeping measures). The reference
to the exemption lists of 343-5. for example. is a useful addition (p. 8, ls.
19-20). .
The rec09nition of the need for supplemental' EIS's for some actions
(p. 9. ls. 7-14) is a more substantial improvement. incorporating in the law
provisions already made in the EQC regulations. However. it should not be
necessary to require a supplemental EIS for each phase of the approval
process. The initial EIS should, so far as is possible address the concerns
that will be faced in the subsequent approval phases, and a supplemental EIS
should be required only if there are significant changes in the action or
set of actions proposed. if the circumstances under which these actions would
be undertaken change, or if new evidence as to environmental impacts comes
to light.
.
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(b) The amendments proposed in this subsection would have three effects.
i) The housekeeping effect of certain of the amendments
(p. 6. Is , 23-24; and p. 8. 1. . g) would be useful.
ii) The effect of the amendment of the acceptance power in
the case of state actions (p. 8. ls. 1-3) is not clear.
It might be to give state agencies the power to accept
their own EIS's,which would be most undesirable. It
might be to give the governor the acceptance power over
EIS's that pertain. not only to actions that will use
State lands and funds (category (1) of sec. 343-4(a) as
revised), but those that fall within categories (2) to
(6) of subsection 343-4(a) as revised. If the latter
is intended. the wording to be added should be revised
to: or whenever a state agency proposes an action within
the categories (2) to (6) in subsection (a).-
(f) The amendment of this subsection (p. 11, 1. 12) substituting
"acceptance" for "approval" of an EIS representsclarification consistent
with the terminology used elsewhere in the Act.
The deletion of the provision for submission of an EIS that is required
under both the State Act and tlEPA to the EQC for public review (p. 11. ls.
7-11) seems of no importance because. if the EIS is required under this Act, it
would be processed in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
The deletion of the word "only" in p. 11. 1. 17 introduces the same
overlap of authority between the ~overnor and the mayor that has been commented
on in connection with subsection (b).
Proposed.amendments to Sec. 343-5. Rules and Regulations•
__ ·-":'f · >~.~ ~(3) (p. 12, ls. 15-17): The substitution of Wacceptance" fOF ,~pproval~
of an EIS is consistent with usage elsewhere in the Act. and an improY.emeni~
[old) (7). (p. 12. Is. 6-12). Old subsec. 7 is redundant to subsec, (~}...t:inJl
should be deleted as proposed. ~ . t
APPENDIX B: HB 368-77
HB 36B
(Detailed comments from Env. ttr. Rl:0194, 8 Feb 1977, appendix B)
u This bill would delete, from the present prescription for EIS's on
actions using Conservation District lands, the limitation that an EIS is
required only if the action will have significant environnlental effects .
The rationale presented is that such broad exemption. by class. of actions
in the conservation district is possible under the present Act as to negate
the effectiveness of the Act.
In reviewing types of action proposed by agencies for exemption under
the exempt classes provided in the EQC regulations. the Environmental Center
has found many that are so broadly defined that they would include actions
that will have significant detrimental environmental impacts. Most of the
exempt types have, however. been more satisfactorily redefined before approval
by the EQC. To reduce the problem of improper breadth of definition. the
Center has recommended applying the; assessment process that has been prescribed
by EQC for individual actions to proposals for exemption.
The EIS system is intended to identify. analyze. and disclose environ-
mental impacts. There is no point to applying the system to actions that will
. not have significant impacts on the environment. The extension of EIS require-
ments, or at least assessment requirements, to actions that "may" have
significant impacts, instead of those to which such impacts seem "probable"
even before an EIS is proposed, would be appropriate. However, this extension
would be appropriate for actions undertaken anywhere, not merely those in the
conservation district.
The amendment proposed does not seem to be in accord with the objectives
of the EIS Act.
.('."
;APPENDI X C: HB586-78
HB 586
(Detailed comments from Env. Ctr . Rl:0194, appendix C)
~~~~~. ,',
~~,!c~ ",
This bill would delete all of the prescriptions in the present'if:IS "Ac~
as to the kinds of private actions for which EISs are required, and repl ace
them by a provision that each county may determine ~/hat actions in ~that county
may require EIS's, so long as the actions will probably have significant '
environmental effects. '.,..!:,
It should be noted that this would permit the counties to determine which
private actions proposed in certain areas will require EIS~, even if it is the
need for State approval of the projects that now result in the EIS requirement.
No EIS would be required for a proposed private action within the conservation
district. unless a county required it. even though a Department of land and
Natural Resources permit is required for such use. and the Department relies
on the information in the EIS as to the environment~l effects in determining
the appropriateness of the action. This would include an action proposed '
for an area seaward of the shoreline.
The proposed deletion would be most serious in the case of actions pro-
posed in areas seaward of the shoreline. These are withi~ the conservation
district. but the counties could not require EIS~ in such:areas because they
are not within county jurisdictions. •
With the deletion, no EIS would be required for private uses of a historic
site listed either in the National Register or the State Register. unless a
county required it.
The proposed amendment would. thus seriously restrict the access of State.
as well as county agencies. to information on the environmental effects of
actions subject to their approvals unless the counties chose to require the
provision of such information through EIS's. and the requirement could not make
the requirement for actions seaward of the shoreline.
The City and County of Honolulu has. it should be noted. mandated the
preparation and review of EIS's for projects proposed in the Special 11anagement
Area established under the interim Shoreline Protection Act, even though these
EIS's are not required under the State EIS law. It would. thus. be possible '
for the counties not only to adopt the same requirements as to EIS's as in the
present State law, but to extend them even without special legislation provision.
There is no assurance that the counties will do so. however. and there will
inevitably be a delay before they could adopt the ordinances reqUi~~••~nthe
meantime. except as provided within the Special Management AreaLtD.. ~_ . 'U, ' ~ .i s i ons
with respect to private actions would have to be made without a~~ n or,mat i on
as to their environmental implications. as ~as the case prior ~ ft e of
the EIS law. .
It would be possible. of course. to extend explicitly to ~~EOJanfi
power to require EIS's more extensively than is provided in theS!: !
law without weakening the present State law. ~~
~.....;:(J
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Proposed amendments to Sec. 343-6. l imitations of actions.
(a) and (b) (p. 13, 1. 21--p. 14, 1. 13):
The amendments appear to be appropriate housekeeping ones.
(c) The amendcent (p. 14, ls. 18-23) to permit the EQC to be a party
in a judicial action concerning the acceptability of an EIS is an appropriate
one.
The amendment (p. 15, 1. 1) deleting the restriction that a plaintiff
may contest an issue, only if that plaintiff has previously discussed that
specific issue in the review process, is clearly a wise. one. A person may
have no knowledge of an impact that may of direct concern to him until after
the review process is completed.
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APPENDI.X D
• ' tl •
SUGGEST~D ALTERNATXYES AND ADDITIONS TO AMENDMENTS
PROPOSED IN HB 2890"78
Findings and purposes
Revise section 1 of HB 2890 so as to incorporate the statement of findings
and purpose that it provides as section 1 of HRS Chapter 343~ and renumber all
present sections of HRS accordingly.
Actions covered by the EIS system
Actions proposing county general plan amendments
Alternative A,' Amend HRS 343... 4 [a2{C2} (EJ!(B) as in HB 2B90~
Alternative B; Delete HRS 343-4 (a) (E) and renumber »emaininq subsections of
HRS 343-4Ca} aaoordinqls],
Actions in the Capitol site
Revi.se.·RRS M3i-/J(a)/ZJ .~· . ·pr oposed. in ·HB 289.0~ ~ as, follows:
(7) Propose any use within the area designated as the site
of the State Capitol or on the grounds of Iolani Palace
as designated in Chapter 6E.
Actions in historic sites
Alternative A: Amend HRS 343-4 (a}f(2) (0}.7(4) as in HB 2890,-
AltePnative B: Revise amendment of HRS 343~4(a)~(2}(C}.l! as follows:
(4) Propose [(C) All actions proposing] any use within
any historic site as designated in the National
Register or Hawaii Register as provided for the
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Public Law 89-665
or Chapter 6I of the Hawaii Revised Statues, [which will
probably have significant environmental effects] or
within 100 yards of such site providing the action will
have a significant environmental effect on the site.
Actions in Agricultural Land Use District
AltePnative A: Add HRS-4(a) (6) and (10) as in HB 2890.
Al.ternatd.ue B: Substitute the foZZowing amendments for HRS-4(a) (§) and (10):
(6) Propose any non-agricultural use of prime agricultural
land or unique agricultural land included in the agricultural
district by the State Land Use Commission under Chapter 205.
(7) Propose reassignment "to some other district of prime
agricultural land or unique agricultural land included in the
agricultural district by the State Land Use Commission under
Chapter 205.
AZtePnative C: Substitute the foZZowing amendments for HRS-4(a) (§) and (10):
(6) Propose any use of land included in the agricultural
district by the State Land Use Commission under
Chapter 205 that will require a special use
permit.
(7) Propose reassignment to some other district of any
land included in the agricultural district by the State
Land Use Commission under Chapter 205.
Water developments
Insert between HRS 343-[?1J§..,[(2)F;./(8) and (9)~ proposed in the HB 2890~ the
following section~ and renumber succeeding subsections accordingly:
(9) Propose any new or expanded water development.
D-'2
•EIS' Terminology
Revise amendment of HRS 343-1,((6).7:0 proposed in lIB 2890~ as [ol.loias :
[(6)](7) I Environmental impact statement' or 'statement' means
an informational document, draft or final, prepared in
.._- ---_.--- -- _.--- .--- -- ------ -- - ------" .. -- .-- -- - - -- - -_ .- -
compliance with ~pplicable] the rules and regulations
promulgated under section 343-5 and which discloses
the environmental effects of a proposed action, effects
of a proposed action on the economic and social welfare
of the community and State, effects of the economic
activities arising out of the proposed action,
measures proposed to minimize adverse effects, and
alternatives to the action and their environmental
effects.
Actions qualifying as both agency and applicant actions
. Amend HRS 343-4£(d)J (e) to read:
(1) Whenever an applicant simultaneously requests approval
from two or more agencies and there is a question as to
which agency has responsibility of complying with
subsection (c) with respect to a particular action, the
commission, after consultation with the agencies involved,
shall determine which agency is responsible.
(2) Whenever an action that is proFosed by an applicant will
also require the use of state or county lands or the use
of state and county funds, the assessment, and the
D-3
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statement, if required, shall be prepared in accordance
with subsection (c); and the statement shall be subject
to acceptance in accordance with both subsection (b) and
subsection (c).
Appeals to EQC
Altepnative A: Revise amendment of HRS 343-5(4)~ ppoposed by HB 2890~ to pead:
Prescribe procedures for the applicant to appeal [a determination]
to the environmental quality commission concerning a determination
as to the acceptabi 1ity of the sta tement on an acti:on proposed by
the applicant and for any appeal to the commission concerning a
determination whether a statement is needed.
AltePnative B: Amend last papagpaph of HRS 343-4(0) to pead:
In any acceptance or nonacceptance ~ the agency shal l :provide
the applicant with the specific findings and reasons for its
determination. An applicant may, within sixty days after
nonacceptance of a statement by an agency, appeal the
nonacceptance to the environmental quality commission[, which]~
Any party who has provided written comments on t he statement
during the designated review period may, within days after
acceptance of a statement by an agency, appeal the acceptance
decision to the commission. The commission shall promptly
notify the applicant of such an appeal, and shall allow
days for the applicant to respond. The commission shall,
within thirty days of receipt of [the] an appeal by an applicant
or of receipt of the applicant's response to an appeal by
Q <.
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another party, notify the appealing party and the applicant
of its determination. In any affirmation or reversal of an
appealed acceptance or nonacceptance, the commission shall
provide the applicant, the appealing party, and the agency
with specific findings and reasons for its determination.
The agency shall abide by the commission's decisions.
Revise amendment of HRS 343-5(4) proposed by HE 2890 to read:
Prescribe procedures for [the applicant to appeal a
determination] appeal to the environmental quality
commission concerning the acceptance or nonacceptance
of a statement in accordance with section 343-4(c), and
for an appeal to the commission concerning a determination
whether a statement is needed for an action.
If, however, provision is made for appeal to the commission concerning an
EIS acceptance determination, it would seem appropriate that such an
administrative appeal should be exhausted before recourse is made to the
courts.
-- ---" -._.._---_._----- ---~_.- -------- ---_._-----_._ .....-.---_ .._._-----------_._--_._-...-----_._-_._-_.- ~-
Revised amendment of HRS 343-6 is proposed by HE 2890 to read:
No judicial proceeding, the subject of which is the
acceptability of an applicant's statement shall be
initiated unless the acceptability determination is first
appealed to the commission in accordance with section 343-4(c).
~ny such judicial proceeding shall be initiated within
thirty days after the Commission has rendered its decision, and
Any other judicial proceeding, the subject of which is the
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acceptability of a statement, shall be initiated within sixty
days after the public has been informed pursuant to section
343-2 of the acceptance of such statement[; provided that
only]. The commission, the applicant, affected agencies, or
persons who will be aggrieved by a proposed action and who
provided written comments to such statements during the
designated review period shall have standing to file suit~
further provided that contestable issues by the commission
are unlimited, and those of any other party shall be
limited to issues identified and discussed [by the plaintiff]
in the written comments.
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